
Charli Dining Table

£5,995 Regular

£5,096 Membership

Product details

Our Charli dining table is a gallery-style piece
in its own right. Echoing the vibrant mix of
marbles and terrazzo finishes in Soho House Rome,
this statement design is distinguished by four
marbles that beautifully complement one another,
while matching the rich colours of the House's
interiors. A polished Dark Emperador marble
sourced from Spain is met with green onyx in pale
and light tones with veins of dark orange, rose
gold and terracotta bringing depth to this stone.
This is contrasted with Rosa Tea, a marble sourced
from the Philippines in a salmon-pink hue,
alongside Gold Carrara marble. Arranged in both
linear and diagonal formations, this table is a
striking way of showcasing marble in the home, and
when not in use it draws the eye to the centre of
the room.

•  Statement marble dining table
•  Polished Dark Emperador marble sourced from
Spain
•  Rosa Tea marble sourced from the Philippines
•  Green onyx stone sourced from Pakistan
•  Linear and diagonal formation
•  Seats four to six people
•  Inspired by the marble and terrazzo finishes
in Soho House Rome

Dimensions

Product dimensions: H75 x W130 x D130cm / H29.5 x
W51.2 x D51.2"

Product weight: 150kg / 330.7lbs

Number of boxes: 2
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Details

Assembly required: Yes
Care instructions: Clean with water using a cloth
or sponge. Marble is a material
to be clean with extreme delicacy: it is porous
and can absorb
liquids resulting in stains. Poliform surfaces are
treated with a
special anti-stain and anti-oil product;
nonetheless, spills of
wine, coffee, lemon, vinegar and other products
containing
aggressive agents must be wiped up immediately. To
maintain
surfaces in good condition, a regular treatment
with typical
products for cleaning and maintenance of marble,
ensuring that
these products are neutral and specific for the
finish of your
marble glossy or polished. Do not under any
circumstances use
abrasive or aggressive products, acidic
detergents, bleach,
abrasive paper or steel wool.
Clearance: 72cm
Composition: Dark Emperador Marble, Green Onyx,
Gold Carrara Marble, Rosa Tea Marble and Steel
Feet: Felt
Frame: Steel
Hardware: Steel Support and Base
Removable legs: Yes
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